Cloud-enabled digital transformation,
made easy on NAVER Cloud Platform

Find out more

About NAVER Cloud
The foundation of NAVER Cloud is based on years of proven experience and knowledge of Korea's number
one web portal NAVER, and from its global services including LINE, Webtoon, and SNOW. It also operates
eco-friendly and LEED Platinum-certified data centers all over the world with an unrivaled level of security.
Our goal is to provide an integrated technology platform globally for anyone to easily access all of NAVER’s
technologies.

NAVER’s Data Center “GAK Chuncheon”

About NAVER Cloud Platform
With the launch of NAVER Cloud Platform in 2017, we are dedicated to serving industry-specific cloud services
across public, financial, medical, education, gaming, retail, and other industries. We aim to help more than
50,000 corporate customers around the globe succeed with our robust technology.

Began IT operations within
NAVER

Corporation founded as NAVER
Business Platform*

Launched internal cloud
platform

1999

2009

2012

Opened industry-specific zones**
(Public, Financial, and Medical)

Launched Public Cloud Platform
and global operations

Opened new offices in APAC,
Europe, and the US

2018

2017

2015

Ranked as the No.5 cloud service
leader in East Asia***

2020

MTCS Level 3 certified
Launched VPC in Singapore Region

2021

* NAVER Business Platform was renamed to NAVER Cloud in October 2020 / ** Currently available in KR region
*** Synergy Research Group, “Cloud Service Leadership – APAC Region for Q2 2020” (except China and Japan)

A full stack cloud platform at a global scale
In our Singapore Region, we provide a wide range of products over 150 cloud services in 17 categories, including
compute, network, security, AI, and developer tools to fit your business needs. With the Virtual Private Cloud
(VPC) service, you can launch cloud resources in a logically isolated virtual network you’ve defined.
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NAVER Cloud Geographies
Our services run based on dedicated and independent network lines to connect all the major areas across
the world.
· Singapore Region: Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam, etc.
· Hong Kong Region: Hong Kong, Taiwan, Macao, Vietnam, Philippines, etc.
· Korea Region: South Korea
· Japan Region: Japan
· US (West) Region: United States, Canada, Mexico, etc.
· Germany Region: Europe (21 EU countries), Africa, Middle East, etc.

Trusted by customers around the world
Singapore and South East Asia

Software
With more than 500,000 customers across the globe, Deskera provides integrated accounting, CRM, and HR
solutions that enable companies to increase efficiency.

“NAVER Cloud’s global infrastructure is highly
reliable, secure, and scalable. NAVER Cloud
Platform will securely support our entire journey
to the cloud with superior speed.”

30%

Increased DevOps and
SysAdmin productivity

Zero

Security incident
for 2+ years

20%

Operation costs
optimized

Saurabh Srivastava
VP, Head of Product and Marketing

Retail and Consumer
Leading online grocery platform in Southeast Asia, operating across Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand.

Software
A Singapore-based software company providing a user-oriented F&B POS system, NPOS.

Education
A comprehensive video learning platform in Indonesia for students from elementary to high school.

South Korea

IT and Communication

(Pulse News Korea, Dec 2019)

Free international mVoIP call service exclusive for SKT users through
the systems and networks on NAVER Cloud’s global regions.
5G Roaming Service ‘baro’

Gaming

(Enduins, May 2020)

Launched a mobile RPG game in 6 countries throughout the SEA
region using an integrated gaming platform, GAMEPOT.

Public

Infra expansion after COVID-19 outbreak

Financial

Public Cloud Standard Operator for NH Bank

ROHAN M Entered SEA

Enterprise

Samsung online shop on NAVER Cloud

Medical

1st cloud-based P-HIS launched in Dec ’20

Why NAVER Cloud Platform?

Proven Performance

World-Class Security

Our stable platform is designed to operate
in challenging situations with data centers
solidly built to prepare for blackouts and
earthquakes. The storage technology
ensures at least three copies of your data
are backed up before being distributed and
stored in different places.

We aim to fully protect your valuable assets
from any incidents with rigorous security
technologies. We've obtained various
international certifications on information
protection, cloud security, and service
stability.

Extensive Range of Experience

Ease of Use

Enjoy high-quality cloud services based on
NAVER Cloud’s technologies and experience,
gained from years of operating NAVER, LINE
WORKS, and other services in various fields.

We provide web-based management tools
and a mobile console that is designed for
easy use and management. It is easy to
learn with interactive user guides with visual
resources even to non-engineers.

Assets from NAVER

Dedicated Customer Support

Consumer services from NAVER have been
developed for business use on Ncloud.
NAVER CLOVA AI engines are used to
develop B2B products such as Chatbot,
automated call**, and NAVER Maps API roles
as a source to run interactive map services
for business.

We are dedicated to providing continuous
support to our customers. Thanks to our
dedicated experts in the customer support
center to respond and resolve issues quickly,
our average lead time to complete a query is
3 hours and 35 minutes*.

Open-Source Collaboration

Business Network

Take advantage of open source services
on NAVER Cloud Platform. A large portion
of our services are based on open sources
such as MySQL, Kubernetes, Docker,
Jenkins, Hadoop, Cubrid, and MongoDB, and
this portfolio is continuously expanding.

We are connected to a rich business
network that extends globally from South
Korea. Join us to connect with more than
50,000 corporate networks from enterprises
to startups and find new business
opportunities together.

* Internal CS lead time data referred
** AI services to be available in the Singapore region in 2022

Security Matters
The Security Monitoring feature for NAVER Cloud Platform protects customers' data 365 days a year with
basic security service based on Intrusion Detection System (IDS). You can also leverage advanced levels of
security by using various security products such as Anti-DDoS, Anti-Virus, IPS, or WAF.
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Certifications: What do they mean to your organization?
NAVER Cloud was the first Korean cloud service provider to achieve Tier-3 of the Multi-Tier Cloud Security
(MTCS) in July 2021. We are committed to addressing the security concerns and risks in advance and
continuing to create a secure environment in the cloud.

MTCS (Level 3)

Supports your organization to host sensitive data onto the cloud and
improves IT security as the first Korean CSP that adheres to Singapore
Multi-Tier Cloud Security Standard (MTCS SS 584) Level 3.

CSA STAR

Demonstrates cloud security assurance and helps potential cloud
customers make informed decisions when transitioning to the cloud.

ISO/IEC 27001

Provides a comprehensive suite of information security controls by
implementing an information security management system (ISMS).

ISO/IEC 27017

Makes a safer cloud-based environment and reduces risks by supporting
the implementation of information security controls.

ISO/IEC 27018

Securely assesses risk and implements controls for protecting personally
identifiable information (PII) in the cloud.

ISO/IEC 27799

Ensures a requisite level of security for medical services to maintain the
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of personal health information.

PCI-DSS

Securely handles and protects payment information of customer credit
cards such as VISA, MasterCard, Amex, JCB, and Diners Club.

SOC 2, 3 Report

Verifies the stability of the internal operations of NAVER Cloud and the
reliability of its cloud services for customers.

Connect from anywhere
ncloud.com

NAVER Cloud ASIA PACIFIC (Singapore)
Vision Exchange, 2 Venture Drive #24-01 Singapore 608526
+65-6914-9080 l navercloud-ap@navercorp.com
NAVER Cloud Headquarters (Korea)
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